
Pain management
acupuncture

Chinese acupuncture in Bayside, Melbourne.
Our dedicated service specializes in
addressing a spectrum of discomforts, from
persistent neck pain to troublesome sciatica
and debilitating headaches. Experience the
expertise of our practitioners in navigating
your journey towards holistic wellness.

Acupuncture

www.melbtcm.com.au

https://www.melbtcm.com.au/acupuncture-melbourne-traditional-chinese-medicine-brighton-east-melbourne/


As a doctor of traditional Chinese medicine in Bayside, Melbourne, I
specialize in holistic healing approaches that have stood the test of time.
With expertise in acupuncture, herbal remedies, and therapeutic
massage, I am dedicated to optimizing your health and well-being
through ancient wisdom and modern practice.

Doctor of traditional chinese
medicine bayside melbourne

Doctor of traditional chinese medicine bayside melbourne
Acupuncture Brighton
Acupuncture Caulfield
Acupuncture Elsternwick

https://www.melbtcm.com.au/


Registered practitioner
chinese herbs bayside
melbourne
Embark on a healing journey with our registered practitioner of
Chinese herbs in Bayside, Melbourne. Our expert herbal
medicine services blend ancient wisdom with modern expertise
to address a myriad of health concerns. With meticulous
attention to your well-being, our practitioner tailors treatments
to suit your unique needs, guiding you towards optimal health
and vitality. Book your appointment today and take the first step
towards holistic wellness. Contact us at 0411849587 to
experience the transformative power of traditional Chinese
medicine firsthand.
 
 Check Here

https://www.melbtcm.com.au/herbal-chinese-medicine-caulfield-brighton/


Increased Management Support And Task
Execution As Well As Environmental

Health Facilities

Our professional NLP life
coaching services assist clients to
overcome problems & achieve
goals with hypnosis & neuro-
linguistic programming.

Neuro Linguistic Programming 
Our professional NLP life coaching
services assist clients to overcome
problems & achieve goals with
hypnosis & neuro-linguistic
programming.| Life Coaching |
NLP Life Coac

Health includes four aspects, namely physical, mental, social and economic

Neuro-Linguistic
Programming NLP

NLP life coach

Check Here Check Here

https://www.melbtcm.com.au/neuro-linguistic-programming-nlp/
https://www.melbtcm.com.au/neuro-linguistic-programming-nlp/


Rent our spacious lecture & seminar rooms for workshops,
meetings & events. Professional & convenient workshop
rooms are available at an affordable price.

Lecture workshop seminar room
hire bayside melbourne

Flexible Room Hire Options
Hire this amazing space

For workshops, presentations or Seminars. Space hire from as little as three hour slot to multiple days and/or
weekends as required. The room may be booked over a weekend or a full week. if you wish to run scheduled
weekly workshops or just a one off booking- call me directly to discuss your needs. Ph.0411849587

Climate controlled room, WiFi or direct LAN internet access. Presentation Monitor, Bluetooth compatible
Stereo system, 18 Chairs, Two Large 8+ seater foldable tables. there are two natural sky lights that can be
completely blocked if you require complete darkness. A Kitchenette with Fridge, microwave and sink. There are
two rest rooms, and even a rear external Court-Yard with seating. Fully renovated, fresh, clean and pleasant
environment to make your next event an unforgetable experience.

https://www.melbtcm.com.au/workshop/
https://www.melbtcm.com.au/workshop/


Thank You For Melbourne
Traditional Chinese
Medicine pty ltd
Dr. Ehud Tal
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